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Abstract

We describe CMU-Informedia’s models for the
TREC 2019 Incident Streams track. The goal
of this track is classifying event/incident related
tweets by High-level Information Types such as
‘SearchAndRescue’, ‘InformationWanted’ and so
on. Each tweet should be assigned as many cate-
gories as are appropriate. What’s more, this track
requires predicting the Importance Scores, which
is converted from the Importance Labels includ-
ing ‘Critical’, ‘High’, ‘Medium’, ‘Low’ and ‘Ir-
relevant’. For predicting the information types, we
use feature extractors to extract features including
meta-information, user entity, and textual embed-
dings, and then we build an information type pre-
dictor on those features. For predicting the impor-
tance scores, we build an importance score predic-
tor which combines the scores derived from the
predicted information types and the scores pro-
duced by a regression model. Evaluation results
show that our models perform well on all metrics,
and different models perform particularly well on
different aspects.

1 Introduction

People often turn to social media when an emer-
gency happens to find out relevant information.
Twitter, as a platform for microblogging, can be
especially useful for this purpose because it is de-
signed for networking "what’s happening in the
world and what people are talking about right
now." Twitter information has already been used
for monitoring disasters and public safety events
as in (Earle et al., 2012; Kumar et al., 2011;
Poblete et al., 2018). Nevertheless, few studies
have been done for filtering Twitter stream (Huang
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et al., 2018) down to actionable items, which can
be particularly valuable to public safety personnel.

To bring more efforts on categorizing informa-
tion and aid requests made on social media, the
TREC-IS task is introduced. The task (2019 edi-
tion) focuses on producing a series of curated
multimodal feeds from tweets. Specifically, there
are twenty-five high-level information types to be
classified from tweets related to six incident types:
bombing, earthquake, flood, typhoon/hurricane,
wildfire and shooting. Importance scores report-
ing the priority for each tweet also need to be cal-
culated.

Here we present the CMU-Informedia system
for the TREC-IS task. The paper is organized as
follows: in Section 2 we introduce relevant work
to this task; in Section 3 we present the features
used, the predictors for classifying information
types and the predictors for computing importance
scores; in Section 4 we describe the experiment
setup and show experimental results; in Section 5
we draw the conclusions and indicate our future
direction of work.

2 Related Work

The TREC-IS task was first introduced in 2018
(Mccreadie et al., 2019) to help emergency service
operators monitor social media effectively. Due to
the large volume and various modalities of infor-
mation feed, how to categorize and verify them re-
mains a challenging problem. The introduction of
TREC-IS task helps bring more research efforts to
addressing these practical problems.

In the 2018 edition, there are 1,335 tweets for
training and nearly 20k tweets for testing. The
BJUT (Lu et al., 2018) used an expansion mod-
ule to augment the training set, as in the first edi-
tion there is not much training data. Then they
trained a Support Vector Machine (SVM) with



TF-IDF word frequency features to classify the
tweets. (Chy et al., 2018) built a rule-based classi-
fier, an SVM classifier and a neural network clas-
sifier are ensembled for prediction. (Cumbreras
et al., 2018) also used SVM and did topic expan-
sion using either WordNet synonyms or word em-
beddings (Mikolov et al., 2013). Additional meta-
data is used to overcome the small training data
in (Miyazaki et al., 2018). (Zahera et al., 2018)
combined knowledge graph features and textual
features and experimented with several traditional
machine learning models. (Choi et al., 2018) rep-
resented the terms in tweets as conceptual entities
such as event entities, category indicator entities,
information type entities, URL entities, and user
entities. Then they trained SVM models and deep
learning models with class activation mapping for
classification.

There are also other works using Twitter for dis-
aster management. (Kumar et al., 2011) present
a tool TweetTracker to monitoring and analyzing
location and keyword specific tweets. (Ashktorab
et al., 2014) build a Twitter-mining tool Tweedr
to identify tweets reporting damage or casualties
(Reitan et al., 2015) develop a method that can
identify Japanese tweets refuting rumors which
would hinder rescue activities during a natural dis-
aster. (Huang et al., 2018) incorporate textual and
visual information and learn visual-semantic em-
beddings (Huang et al., 2019) to monitor and fil-
ter out important tweets in public safety events.
(Poblete et al., 2018) proposes an online method
for detecting unusual bursts in discrete-time sig-
nals extracted from Twitter, which can be used for
worldwide earthquake detection.

3 System

Our system has three parts: the feature extrac-
tor, the information types predictor, and the im-
portance score predictor. The pipeline of our sys-
tem is shown in Fig 1. In this system, the fea-
ture extractor extracts a lot of features and also
pre-processes those features, then the information
type is predicted by the information types predic-
tor. What’s more, the importance score is gen-
erated by the importance score predictor, which
combines scores derived from the predicted infor-
mation type and scores predicted by a regressor.

3.1 Feature Extractor

To get an informative representation for each
tweet, we use several feature extractors. Some
of them directly extract tweet-level features and
some of them extract word-level features which
are converted to tweet-level features later. There
could be several choices in the implementation of
each feature extractor. We will discuss the choices
in this chapter and analyze our final choices with
experimental results in Section 4.

Meta Information As we use the tweets ex-
tracted from the official Twitter API, the tweets
we got contain a lot of meta-information, includ-
ing some pre-processed entities and the count of
some special actions such as ‘retweet’, ‘favourite’
and so on. Here are some features we used:

• The number of different entities (including
‘hashtags’, ‘symbols’, ‘user mentions’, ‘urls’
and ‘media’).

• The number of different actions (including
‘retweet’ and ‘favorite’).

• The polarity scores of sentiment analyzer
from NLTK (Loper and Bird, 2002).

• The length of the tweet.
• Number of different characters.
• Number of words after tokenization.
• Number of words that have capitalized char,

and the ratio of those words in this tweet.
• Some indicator features including if the tweet

has coordinates, if the user is verified.
• Some user profiles including number of fol-

lowers, friends, favourites, and statuses.

User Entity We have manually annotated about
200 users with mentions frequency greater than
10 in the training data. We followed (Choi et al.,
2018) to define the six user entities: <UserNews>,
<UserWeather>, <UserOrganization>, <UserDo-
nation>, <UserDisasterInfo> and <UserMultime-
dia>. The user entities are annotated based on the
user characterstics. For example, user @break-
ingstorm is annotated as <UserWeather> and user
@NewEarthquake is annotated as <UserDisaster-
Info>.

GloVe and FastText Apart from the meta in-
formation, we use the word embedding as a part
of the feature for each word. There are two fa-
mous and popular word vector models: Global
Vectors (GloVe) (Pennington et al., 2014) and
FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2017; Joulin et al.,
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Figure 1: The Pipeline of our system which finally output the information types and importance scores.

2016). GloVe uses a global co-occurrences ma-
trix because the online scanning approach used by
word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) does not fully ex-
ploit the global statistical information. FastText
incorporates the subword information and it could
be viewed as an extension of the word2vec model.
We use the 200-dimension GloVe embedding pre-
trained on Twitter 27 Billion corpus, and the 200-
dimension pre-trained FastText model to extract
the embedding for each word in the tweet. We also
used a FastText model trained on emergency tweet
corpus to overcome the out-of-domain issue. Af-
ter extracting the features for each word, we tried
two methods to derive the feature for the tweet,
where the first is simple average, and the second is
weighted average according to TF-IDF weights.

Skip-Thought The Skip-Thought (Kiros et al.,
2015) model tries to extract a fixed-size embed-
ding for a whole sentence. It similarly trains the
model as word2vec, which means it uses the or-
dering of sentences in a natural language corpus
as the training signal. We use the Skip-Thought
model pre-trained on the BookCorpus (Zhu et al.,
2015) dataset.

BERT In addition to training a context-free em-
bedding as GloVe and word2vec, BERT (Devlin
et al., 2018) trains a bi-directional language model
as a feature extractor, which can distinguish the
same word in different contexts. We use the pre-
trained BERT model (Large, uncased) released by
Google Research. For extracting features from
BERT, there are a lot of choices, including us-
ing features from different layers, using features
by taking the average or directly use the feature of
the CLS symbol.

Preprocessing As the feature extracted by dif-
ferent models have different lengths and differ-
ent scales, we need to merge them. The sim-
plest method is to concatenate all features to-

gether, which is not the best choice because it ig-
nores different scales and it leads to that the fea-
ture is too long to train in short time. So, we try to
do some pre-processing for each feature, including
the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and nor-
malization. Another choice is to do the late fusion,
which means we don’t concatenate those features
in an early stage, but instead, we train models on
each feature separately, and then merge the score
predicted by different models.

3.2 Information Types Predictor
There are several changes in 2019 edition, so we
made some adoptions accordingly in our model.

Multi-Type Categorization One of the most
important differences compared with the setting in
2018 is that we need to do a Multi-Type Catego-
rization (multi-label classification) for each tweet.
It means we need to predict one or more Infor-
mation Types for each tweet, and the ground truth
also consists of several information types. Consid-
ering this setting, we use ‘OneVsRestClassifier’
wrapper in scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011)
to train a classifier for each information type. In
this task, we mainly focus on Naive Bayes, Lin-
ear SVM, Random Forest, and XGBoost (Chen
and Guestrin, 2016). After getting the predicted
score for each information type, we can use dif-
ferent strategies to predict the final information
types. The first strategy is setting a threshold and
then predict all labels whose scores are above that
threshold. The second strategy is setting a k and
choose the top-k scores and predictions.

Actionable Information Type Another change
is that some information types are defined as ‘ac-
tionable’, such as ‘GoodsServices’, ‘SearchAn-
dRescue’, ‘MovePeople’ and so on. The eval-
uation result distinguishes between performance
on ‘actionable’ and ‘non-actionable’ information
types. Our strategy is trying to give an additional



weight wa to those informative Information Types
during training. The final weight wi for each infor-
mation type ti is calculated by wi

a+wi
b where wi

b is
the base weight for each information type, which
is calculated according to the importance score as-
sociated with the ti in the training set.

Event-wise Prediction We did some interest-
ing explorations about using event-wise predic-
tion. As all events fall into six incident types, there
would be some traits for each event. For example,
the tweets about wildfire should be different from
the tweets about shooting. With this consideration,
we train a model for each type of incident, and use
the corresponding model during prediction.

Ensemble Another exploration we made is the
ensemble, which combines the results predicted
from different models. More specifically, after
getting the prediction results from different mod-
els (such as Naive Bayes and Random Forest), we
merge them to get the final result. However, the
ensemble is not well-defined in the multi-label set-
ting, so we try different methods for ensemble.
The first method is voting, where we pick up the
information types predicted by a majority of mod-
els. The second method is stacking, where we use
the predicted score as new features, and train a
new model on the development set.

3.3 Importance Score Predictor

The Importance Score is predicted by combining
two methods. The first method is deriving the
score from the information types we predicted,
and the second method is trying to predict the
score by a regression model directly.

Conversion from Information Type For each
tweet, after getting the predicted information types
from the Information Types Predictor, the score
could be derived by averaging the score associated
with each information type. The score for each in-
formation type is calculated from the training set
(same as the base weight) as described in Section
3.2.

Regression The second method is using regres-
sion to predict the Importance Score. As the train-
ing data has a field of Importance Labels, it could
be converted to the score according to the mapping
as shown in Table 1. Then predicting the impor-
tance score could be easily modeled as a regres-
sion task, and we choose to use Ridge regression.

Label Score Label Score

Irrelevant 0.0 Low 0.25
Medium 0.5 High 0.75
Critical 1.0

Table 1: Mapping from Importance Label to Im-
portance Score.

3.4 Four Models Submitted

As described in previous sections, there are a lot
of choices in the implementation of each mod-
ule. After exploring the performance by cross-
validation, we finally choose four configurations
to submit. There are a lot of trade-offs for choos-
ing different strategies, for example, if we set a
large additional weight for the actionable informa-
tion type, the model could perform well on the ac-
tionable type, but its performance on other metrics
might decrease. Those four models trained with
different settings submitted by us focus on differ-
ent aspects, and the detailed settings have been
shown in Table 2. The ‘Additional Weight’ in the
table means the additional weight we give to the
actionable information types as described in Sec-
tion 3.2. The performance of those four models on
different metrics could be found in Section 4.3.

4 Experiments

For all tables in this section, ‘HIAW’ means High
Importance Alert Worth, ‘AAW’ means Accumu-
lated Alert Worth, ‘HIITF1’ means High Impor-
tance Information Type F1, ‘ITF1’ means Infor-
mation Type F1, ‘ITA’ means Information Type
Accuracy, ‘PEEHI’ means Priority Estimation Er-
ror High Importance, and ‘PEE’ means Priority
Estimation Error.

4.1 Dataset

The size of each dataset is shown in Table 5, and
during each submission, we use all available data,
which including the training data of this task and
the training along with testing data in previous edi-
tions.

4.2 Single-Label Experiments

When we participate in the 2019-A edition, we did
experiments on 2018 labeled data for tuning hy-
perparameters. In the setting of 2018 edition, we
only need to predict one label for each tweet, and
it is much easier to implement those explorations



Submission Name Model Additional Weight Importance Score

Informedia-rf1 (run1) Random Forest 0.2 Only Regression
Informedia-rf2 (run2) Random Forest 1.0 Half Prediction + Half Regression
Informedia-rf3 (run3) Random Forest 5.0 Half Prediction + Half Regression
Informedia-nb (run4) Naive Bayes NA Only Regression

Table 2: The configuration of different submissions.

Run id HIAW AAW HIITF1 ITF1 ITA PEEHI PEE

run1 -0.9794 -0.4897 0.0300 0.1370 0.8638 0.1192 0.0665
run1-fix -0.9197 -0.4609 0.0300 0.1390 0.8659 0.0815 0.0551

run2 -0.8323 -0.4224 0.0642 0.1283 0.8624 0.1025 0.0683

run3 -0.0898 -0.1837 0.0592 0.0568 0.8434 0.1660 0.2063

run4 -0.9197 -0.4609 0.1321 0.0995 0.8605 0.0788 0.0544
run4-fix -0.9197 -0.4609 0.1559 0.1012 0.8601 0.0788 0.0544

Table 3: Official evaluation result for the four runs we submitted. The run id with ‘-fix’ suffix is the result
of the new hyper-parameter after making the metric in the cross-validation consistent with the official
metrics.

Run id HIAW AAW HIITF1 ITF1 ITA PEEHI PEE

run1 -0.9905 -0.4953 0.057 0.1309 0.8518 0.0855 0.0647
run2 -0.6196 -0.3338 0.0402 0.1136 0.8445 0.1307 0.0775
run3 0.2533 -0.2159 0.061 0.0731 0.8268 0.243 0.3798
run4 -0.9905 -0.4953 0.0372 0.1752 0.8449 0.0856 0.0648

Table 4: Evaluation result on 2019-A test data with settings of four runs we submitted.

Task Name Training Size Test Size

2018 1,335 22,216
2019-A NA 6,134
2019-B NA 13,916

Table 5: Number of tweets in each dataset after
removing duplicates.

we mentioned in Section 3.2 with the scikit-learn
framework. As the dataset is a little bit skewed,
we use stratified K-fold cross-validation.

There are a lot of features that could be used
as described in Section 3.1, so we did an ablation
study (Table 6) to explore the influence of each
feature by gradually adding features one by one.
There are multiple candidates when it comes to
choosing a model to do the classification, and we
have explored the performance of them with dif-
ferent settings in PCA and event-wise prediction

(Table 7). The evolving procedure of our model
(Table 8) shows that tuning hyper-parameters and
using event-wise prediction helps a lot, and the
Random Forest is really powerful.

4.3 Multi-label Experiments

It is easy to implement stratified K-fold splitting
in the one-label setting. However, it is not trivial
to do so in the multi-label setting, and ‘stratified-
KFold’ in scikit-learn doesn’t support multi-label
setting. To cope with it, we implement a stratified
sampling algorithm for the multi-label data based
on the work of Sechidis et al. (Sechidis et al.,
2011), which can achieve nearly perfect ratio of
each label, such as 4:1 for 5-fold sampling. To get
a comparable result, we use the official V3 evalu-
ation script released for TREC-IS 2019-A task.

For the event-wise prediction, it is interesting
that this strategy brings improvements as shown in
Table 7, but it hurts the performance significantly

http://dcs.gla.ac.uk/~richardm/TREC_IS/2019/TREC-IS_V3_2019AEvents_2019AFormat_Evaluation_Notebook.ipynb
http://dcs.gla.ac.uk/~richardm/TREC_IS/2019/TREC-IS_V3_2019AEvents_2019AFormat_Evaluation_Notebook.ipynb


Feature Used Precision Recall F1 score Accuracy

MetaInfo 0.3875 0.6395 0.4825 0.3359
+ FastText 0.4057 0.6692 0.5051 0.3534
+ BERT 0.4144 0.6792 0.5147 0.3616

+ SkipThought 0.4257 0.6887 0.5261 0.3735

Table 6: Ablation Study for features on TREC-IS 2018 data for ‘any valid type’ and ‘micro’.

System Event-wise PCA F1 score

NB no without 0.6768
NB no with 0.6936
NB yes without 0.7047
NB yes with 0.8763

SVM no with 0.6934
SVM no without 0.7496

RF no without 0.7775
RF no with 0.7845

XGBoost no without 0.8032
XGBoost no with 0.8062

Table 7: Explore the performance for different
models with different settings. Here ‘NB’ means
Naive Bayes, ‘SVM’ means Linear SVM, ‘RF’
means Random Forest.

System F1 score

NB with MetaInfo (Baseline) 0.4825
Use all features 0.5609
Use Event-wise 0.6146

Tune params of NB 0.6709
Use Event-wise for new params 0.7047

Use Random Forest 0.7783
Use Event-wise 0.7961

Table 8: The evolve history of our model guided
by the performance on TREC-IS 2018 data (‘NB’
means ‘Naive Bayes Model’).

in the multi-label prediction (as shown in Table 9).
It can be explained by the fact that for each type of
event, the number of training data is much smaller,
and some minor type of event even doesn’t have all
information types in its training set.

The official evaluation results on 2019-B test
data for those four runs we submitted could be
found in Table 3. The evaluation result on 2019-

A test data for those four settings we submitted is
shown in Table 4. We also explored the influence
of the additional weights for actionable informa-
tion types, and the experimental results on 2019-A
test data could be found in Table 10, 11, and 12.
‘Weight’ means additional weight for the action-
able information type during training.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have described CMU-Informedia’s models for
the TREC 2019 Incident Streams track. Our
models achieve good performance for information
type classification and demonstrate strong poten-
tial to identify important tweet feeds. We observe
that the generalizability remains a challenging is-
sue as the model-wise performance is inconsis-
tent among tasks. We consider incorporating mul-
timodal information and building a generalizable
model as our future work.
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